Wedding Collections

Wedding Day Photography Options

B 

C -    Popular!

D

Popular!

1 Photographer  6 hours

2 Photographers  6 hours

1 Photographer  8 hours

2 Photographers  8 hours

ALL Standard Inclusions +
+ Creative post production
+ High Resolution images
+ Online Gallery

ALL Standard Inclusions +
+ Creative post production
+ High Resolution images
+ Online Gallery

ALL Standard Inclusions +
+ Creative post production
+ High Resolution images
+ Online Gallery

ALL Standard Inclusions +
+ Creative post production
+ High Resolution images
+ Online Gallery

$2250

$2980

$2750

$3480

ALL INCLUDE
500+ creative, fun, and intimate images + traditional formal photos if requested
PostProduction in my own style that is crisp, colorful, and carefully composed
*USB thumb drive of High Resolution Images*
Online gallery for viewing, ordering, and sharing
Rights to print photos on your own if you choose!
Travel within 1.5 hours of Baltimore
“Piper was great not only on the big day- but supportive and helpful leading up to it. We got tons of
compliments from friends and family on how easy she was to work with, how fun she made pictures, and
how she put everyone at ease. Her assistant John was also awesome. Between the two of them, we felt like
we had two new friends documenting our journey into married life and it was just FUN."

- Erica + Jonathan



Additions + Alternatives
+ A La Carte
 Wedding

Day Coverage

$350 Per Hour

+ 2nd Photographer

(see
info below)

$500 Flat Rate up to
8 hours

+ Engagement

+ Wedding in a Box

+ Wedding Book

Photo Session
$500 ½ day

$250  Holds up to 200 4x6
Signature Prints

starts at $600
Ask me!

$500  Holds up to 500 4x6
Signature Prints

Why would you want a 2nd Photographer?
If your guest list is larger than 75 and/or you two are getting ready in entirely separate locations....
●

●

●
●

Simultaneous coverage of each of you donning the final touches prior to the ceremony, wedding jitters, candids with
family and friends etc  it's always neat for couples to see in retrospect what the other was doing leading up to the main
event! Great keepsakes.
Smoooooooth family photo session  either prior or postceremony, but the second photographer also acts as my right
hand (wo)man for this portion of the day to ensure that it is quick and painless  no one wants to take family formals for
30 minutes! I aim to knock it out fast so you can all move on to the fun but that everyone all dressed up and lookin'
good is documented!
Cocktail Hour coverage and candids  usually the 2nd is shooting this while we three + wedding party are taking fun
photos.
Double coverage of reception  be it funny or touching anecdotes delivered by friends and family to skills on the
dancefloor, the wedding day flies by so quickly that my goal for you in the photos is that you can relive moments that
you spent a year planning for and may have missed or in twenty years may have forgotten were it not for the images.

"My wife and I hired Piper as our wedding photographer. It was a wonderful decision. The quality of work, but
more importantly, her eye for what was photo-worthy was impeccable. She was everywhere, but never in the way. I
recommended Piper wholeheartedly and without reservation!"
- Joe + Robin

Travel Notes
Considerations for regional weddings more than 75 miles outside of Baltimore
●
●

Accommodations the night prior to the wedding, and in some cases the night of if reception photography lasts past 10pm
1.5 hour driving time included, further travel will be billed at the current mileage fee by Uncle Sam (IRS rates)  55.5 cents/mile

Destination Weddings
Happy to! Contact to set up a phone consultation
+1 (410) 5076830
email: me@piperwatson.com
"As a fellow professional photographer, I only wanted the best for my sister's wedding in 2009. Piper photographed the
entire event with outstanding service and results. She has the empathy and passion to create images that truly
represent the emotions present. I also hired Piper to photograph my own wedding in 2012, which is a huge honor in our
industry. In addition, she has traveled the globe donating her time and effort to help those in need. Piper is an incredible
photographer, and more importantly, a wonderful person."
- Kate + Aaron

